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This report  describes the  e f f o r t  and r e s u l t s  of Task A, subtasks 1, 
2, and 3 of Contract No, NAS10-2009 as ammended between NASA-KSC and Melpar, 
Ino, Task A consisted o f t h e  selection of hazards monitoring sensor8 and 
the  recommendation of su i tab le  mObitOring locationa. A detai led analysis 
of f u e l  and oxidizer flow derived from drawing s e t  75m574 served a8 the 
basis f o r  the  sensor select ions and locations,  
The remaining three tasks of Contract No, NAS10-2009 are diecussed i n  
three addi t ional  volumes. 
Volume 11, Taek B -= Ult rasonic  Leak Detectors for Cryogenics and Gases 
Volume 111, Task C -- Data Display and Tranmission System 
Volume IV, Task D -- Measurements of Incident and Reflected W and 




2.1 Hypergolic Systems 
FUEL AND OXIDIZER SYSTEB MONITORING 
Leakage of components of the hypergolic fue l  and oxidizer system presents 
a two-fold problem i n  tha t  the  vapors themselves are toxic and cons t i tu te  a 
ser ious personnel hazard, and the materials are self ign i t i ng  when i n  contact 
with each other. 
considerable) distance on t h e  arming tower, but must of neoessity be much 
closer  together as  they  near t h e  vehicle i n t o  which they w i l l  be loaded. 
Therefore, while single detectors  can be used a t  a number of locations,  dual 
detectors ,  Le . ,  detectors  f o r  both consti tuents,  must be placed a t  those 
loca t ions  where a strong likelihood e x i s t s  t h a t  more than one vapor could be 
present a t  any time. 
both the f u e l  and oxidizer pass through manifolds and then ascend t o  the 
manned modules a t  the 31Olfoot level. 
Generally, t he  fuel and oxidieer l i n e s  are separated by a 
This condition exists near the 264-foot l e v e l  where 
Toxic hazards will e x i s t  fo r  personnel i n  the  v i c in i ty  of l i n e s  carrying 
Areas of par t icu lar  the f u e l  and oxidizer or the v q o r  from these materials. 
concern include the ground-tower interface,  t ransport  units, pumping s t a t i o n  
manifolds, ami quick-disconnects. Leaks a t  permanent pipe jo in t s ,  while 
possible,  are much less l i k e l y t h a n  a t  j o i n t s  t h a t  are connected pr ior  t o  
launch and are disconnected afterwards. 
monitored because moving par t s  are subject t o  wear and have a higher proba- 
b i l i t y  of leakage than f ixed  components. 
Manifold valves should be c lose ly  
The object of this study is t o  define, insofar  as  possible, the  areas 
where hazards are l i k e l y  t o  develop and t o  seek methods f o r  providing rapid 














areas which may endanger personnel on the ins ta l la t ion .  
possible t o  foresee and prepare for  a l l  eventual i t ies ,  those areas which are 
most vulnerable t o  damage and the  areas where personnel are l i k e l y  t o  be 
present must be monitored closely, i n  order t o  take expeditious remedial 
measures. 
i n  the f irst  case and the f u e l  transporter i n  the second. 
While it i s  not 
Examples of these areas a re  the quick-disconnects near the LEM 
A quick-disconnect f i t t i n g ,  by i t s  very nature> presents one of t h e  
more serious problems encountered i n  the design of a hazards monitoring 
system. 
usual ly  cdlled) must be a re la t ive ly  loose f i t t i n g  joint .  
necessar i ly , i t  i s  mounted on a f lex ib le  arm and must provide a leak-free 
jo in t ,  y e t  must disconnect on command, seal ing i t s e l f  as  it separates f rm 
the other half of the  joint .  I n  order t o  accomplish these ends, extremely 
close tolerances m u s t  be met, and the j o i n t  frequently must be discarded 
a f t e r  launch because of d i s to r t ion  resu l t ing  frm exposure t o  undue s t r e s s ,  
etc.  
required 
In  order t o  operate, a quick-disconnect j o in t  (or  QD as  it i s  
Often, but not 
Because of these considerations, close monitoring a t  these $oir;C,s i s  
2.2 Cryogenic Systems 
The pr incipal  cryogenic systems located on the Mobile Arming Tower (MAT) 
are concerned with the f u e l  c e l l s  and the supply of breathing oxygen. 
are r e l a t i v e l y  small diameter l i nes  and are subjected t o  much l e s s  stress 
than those u t i l i zed  f o r  primary vehicle fueling, 
amounts of cryogenic l iqu ids  transferred through these l i n e s o  the hazard i s  
only s l i g h t l y  reduced, fo r  any hydrogen leak, no matter how Small, is danger- 
ous . 
These 
Despite the much smaller 
6 
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a The LH and LOX l i nes  ascend the f u e l  2nd oxidizer s ides  of the MAT, 2 respectively,  and are shown schematically i n  f igure 1. 
2,3 Terminology 
Recommendations of locat ions t o  be monitored include those areas of 
the hypergolic and cryogenic l i nes  associated with the spacecraft  fuel ing 
system. These l i n e s  are carried on the MAT and are described on a set of 
148 drawings, No, 75Ml457k, en t i t l ed  "Launch Complex 39A9 Spacecraft Support 
Systems Piping," originated a t  Huntsville, Alabama, by the Launch Support 
Equipment Engineering Division, dated 8 January 1965. 
The more unusualabbreviationswhich have been used i n  this report  are 
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Connecting l i n e s  
Flange connection 
Manual valve 
Pressure r e l i e f  valve 
Special  bayonet disconnect 
Line weld connection 
In te r face  tower 
7 
GENERAL MONITORS 




Figure 1. Mobile Arming Tower Fueling and Monitoring System 
8 
3 .  H A W S  DETECTION INS'IXUMENTS 
A s  discussed i n  previous reports' r e l a t ive ly  f e w  applicable detection 
pr inciples  ex i s t  fo r  the detection of the chemical hazards a t  LC-39. 
cal ly ,  these are: ul t rasonic  detectors f o r  cryogenic and pressurized gas 
leaks,  u l t r av io l e t  and infrared sensing devices, including te levis ion f o r  
f i r e  detection, micro-fuel celland thin-film resistance systems f o r  hyper- 
gol ics  and toxic vapors, hot wire bridges farhydrogen, and paramagnetic 
systems f o r  oxygen. 
Basi- 
Recommended instrumentation and manufacturers have been discussed 
previously and w i l l  not be repeated here. 
t o  ul t rasonic  detectors which have been examined i n  d e t a i l  during t h i s  
study and are discussed i n  a separate section. 
One exception t o  t h i s  r e l a t e s  
Recommendations f o r  modifi- 
cation of t he  detectors necessary t o  u t i l i z e  the  system f o r  the detection 
of cryogenic leaks are  included, 
The sensors recommended f o r  use i n  the hazards monitoring system based 
on t h e i r  s u i t a b i l i t y  and ava l l ab i l i t y  w e  shown i n  tab le  2, 
1. Volumes1 and 11, Design Specifications, System fo r  Detecting, 
Monitoring, Displaying, and Recording Hazardous Operation Information, 







F i r e  : 
TABLE 2 
RECQMENDED SENSORS 
Manufacturer or  Type Code (Used i n  Tables) 
Teledyne Series 6000 5 
General Monitors 1 
L and N Paramagnetic 0 Detector - 
Modified Ultrasonics 2 
2 
Honeywell W Detection 4 
GDA IR-TV Systems 3 
10 
s 
h. SENSOR PLACEMENT 
4.1 Critical  and Noncritical Areas 
The following areas are considered cr i t ical  and should receive pr i -  



















Areas which are expected t o  be noncri t ical  include: 
a. Line caps. 
b. Tees. 
C. Connecting l ines .  
do Check valves. 
4.2 Specific Recommended Sensor Locations 
8 
A deta i led  analysis of fuel and oxidizer flow derived from drawing 
se t  75Ml49”7 (see tables A-1 through A-30 of appendix A )  w a s  the  basis f o r  
the sensor select ion and ’LocatLon recmiiendatlons Spec-Sic recoiiiiileri&- 
t i ons  of areas, levels ,  locations, and sensor types are given in t ab l e s  3 
In addition t o  the sensors and locat ions l i s t e d  i n  the  tables, it is 
recommended t h a t  I R  TV’s be s i tuated t o  monitor the MAT I T  interfaces,  one 
corner each; t o t a l  two. 
both platforms 3 and 4. 
these locat ions making a t o t a l  of four I R  TV systems required. 
The hydrogen and oxygen l i n e s  are i n  proximity on 




MAT I T  
TABLE 3 
HYPERGOLIC FUEL VAPOR L I N E S  
- Level Location 
-22 f t  0 in .  WA1996F 
Purge manifold #7 
O f t  o i n .  QDAl-9970 
@AI2971 
Pad l$ ft  Purge manifold #6 
Transfer u n i t  - @A19949 
Storage u n i t  - W 9 8 9  
Disposal u n i t  - @A19984 
Fuel i so la t ion  valve box 264 f t  3 i n ,  @A20036 
QDAl-9950 
MAT -22 f t  0 i n .  h g e  manifold K8 
SM/LEM f u e l  servicing un i t  -22 f t  0 in .  @A19951 
Platform 3 LEM valve box 264 f t  3 in. =ne cap 
@A20020 
Platform I11 264 ft 3 in. h s g e  manif o ld  #9 
Piatiorm IVA SM vaive box 310 f-t QEii200~9 














t , S  
~- 
* Refer t o  tables A-1  and A-2 of appendix A. 




HYPERGOLIC OXIDIZER VAPOR LIN.Z:S?: 
Level - Location 
RCS oxidizer i so l a t ion  valve 264 f t  3 i n .  OA19821 
box 
MAT -22 f t  O in. Purge manifold #3 
MAT oxidizer servicing u n i t  - 2 2 ; f t  0 in .  QDAl9820 
Platfonn I11 264 f t  3 in. Oxidizer valve 
box, LEM 
Platform I11 264 f t  3 in. Purge manifold #4 





310 f t  cpI/SM valve box 
@A19905 









it Refer t o  tab le  A-3 of appendix A. 
Recommended number of sensors: S i x  Type 5.  
5 
&TROGkN TETROXIDE LIIES* 
Level 












MAT I T  -22 f t  0 in.  WA19841 
@A19840 
FHA20084 





Off-pad =ea disposal  unit @A19853 
-Area 
MATaxidiaer servicing un i t  
-
U T  -22 f t  o in. Purge manifold 5 
MAT I T  .. &DAl984!5 5 
O f f  -pad area ready storage unit 
MAT SM/UW propulsion system, . 264 f t  3 in, 
i so la t ion  valve box 264 f t  3 in. 
MAT CM/SM/LEM i so la t ion  valve 
box 
264 f t  3 in. 
Platform I11 LEN propulsion system 
valve box 
Platform IVA SM valve box 
* Refer t o  tab les  A-4 through A-12 of amend& A, 



















Line cap None 
QDA199ll 5 
@A19909 
Area - Sensor Location Type h v e l  7




WA1993 8 495 Platform ITA CM-RCS f u e l  valve 310 f t  7-1/2 in .  
@A19940 
* 
Refer t o  tables  A-13 through A=l.# of appendix A. 





U T  SM/LEN 
Platform IVA 
SM/SPS f u e l  valve box 
Platform 111 
LEA propulsion system valve box 






Fuel t ransfer  
unit 
G f t  . '  
-22 f t  0 in .  





















@A2 003 2 
QDA20026 
QDA200l4 
















* Re.fer t o  tables  A-17 through A-28 of appendix A, 
Recommended number Of sensors -- Ty-pe 4: 7 ;  Type 5 :  7. 
16 
Area -
MAT-transf er u n i t  
MAT I T  
TABLE 8 
LIQUID OXYGZN LINZ? 
Level b e a t i o n  -
-22 f t  0 in .  MVA20130 
BAY A20080 
Purge manifold #2 
FHA20082 
RAY A20071 
MAT Purge manifold #3 
MAT t ransfer  un i t  MVA20132 
Pipe chase Purge manifold #4 
MAT CM/SM/LEM i n  LOX valve box 264 f t  3 in. Valve box 
Platform 111-IEM-UX valve box Valve box 
Platform IVA SM LOX valve box Valve box 
Pad area-storage un i t  MVA20l31 
PRVA20181 








"Refer t o  tab le  A-29 of appendix A. 
Recommended number of sensors -- Type 2: 8. 
Area -
TABLE 9 
LIQUID HYDROGEN UN!3S* 
Sensor 
Location Type Level -
MAT IH2 t ransfer  u n i t  -22 f t  0 in. MVA20156 2 
MVA20152 2 
FHA20118 2 
PRVA2 0184 234 
~ ~ ~ 2 0 1 1 7  2 
Purge manifold #8 1 3 2  4* 
Wansfer uni t  (en t i re )  4 
264 f t  3 in. Valve box 1 9 2  
Purge manifold #lo 192 
MAT I€12 EPS i so la t ion  valve 
box 
Platform I11 LFslI EPS IH2 valve 
box Rrrge- Valve manifold box #9'"' 
1,294 
Pla.tfom I V A  SM EPS IH2 valve box Valve box''Ak , 1,2,4 
LH storage unit-pad area 2 





-22 f t  0 in. BAY A20073 
FHA2m95 
BAY A20072 









-2 Refer t o  table  A-30 of appendix A, 
=Type 1: General monitors hot wire; Type 2: ultrasonic;  Type 4: W. 
Recommended number of sensors -- Type 1: 6; Type 2: 18; Type 4: 2, 
Additional f o r  ascending l inea -- Type 2: 6 (spaced along l ine) .  
18 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The placement of sensors i s  predicated on the  f a c t  t h a t  valves and 
quick-disconnects are the  most l o g i c a l  leak areaso 
required tha t  sensors be placed a t  each poten t ia l  leak area, since many 
of the l i n e s  are placed re la t ive ly  close together a t  the manifolds, pipe 
housing, e tc .  Thus, the required number of sensors will be less than would 
appear necessary a t  first glance. Since the  drawings of t he  fueling system 
are a l so  subject t o  revision, and a number o f  errors  a re  apparent (as noted 
i n  the tables of the appendix), an attempt t o  delineate specif ic  brackets 
f o r  attachment, and, indeed to  establish the  precise  number of sensors f o r  
par t icu lar  areas, is f e l t  t o  be unwarmnted a t  t h i s  time, 
t h a t  the corrections and changes which a re  t o  be made i n  construction of 
the system w i l l  require on-site placement of sensors, u t i l i z i n g  t h i s  report  
as a guide ra ther  than as an absolute requirement, 
the  hazardous areas are noted and recommendations made, a grea t  deal of 
l a t i t u d e  has been allowed i n  sensor placement. 
However, it is  not 
It i s  expected 
For t h i s  reason, although 
APPENDIX A 
ANALYSIS OF RTEzl 
AND OXIDIZER PIPING 
A-1 
IN"RODUCTI0N 
Tables A-1 through A-30 of this appendix show the de ta i led  analysis of f u e l  
and oxidizer f l o w  derived from drawing s e t  7!3Tl.b574, which served as a bas is  












































LIST OF TABUS 
Fuel Vapor (Lines 7-44 7-1, 7-2, 7-3, and 7-41 
TOXIC VAPOR (Lines 22-0, 22-1, 
TOXIC VAPOR (Lines 30-0, 30-1, 
N204 (Lines 8-0, 8-1, and 8-21 
N20h (Line 13-0) 
N ~ O ~  (Line I.4-0) 
N20b (Line a-1) 
N ~ O ~  (Line lk-2) 
N20L (Line 15-0) 
N ~ O ~  (Lines 15-1, S - 2 )  
N 0 (Line 16-0) 




Monomethylhydrazine (Une 23-0) 
Monomethylhydrazine (Line 24-0) 
Vacuum Vapor Toxic (Line 26-0) 
Aerozine-50 (UDMH and N2H4) (Line 9-0) 
Aerozine-SO (UDMH and N$14) (Line 10-0) 
Aerozine-SO (UDMH and N+14) (Line 10-1) 
Aerozine-50 (UDMH and N2Hh) (Ene  10-2) 
Aerozine-SO (UDW and N2H4) (Line 11-0) 
Aerozine-50 (UDMH and N2H4) (Line ll-1) 
Aerozine-50 (UDMH and N H ) (Line 11-2) 
Aerozine-SO (UDm and N2H4) (Line 12-0) 
(Lines 27-0, 27-1, 27-2, 28-0, and 28-1) 
2 4  



































LIST OF TABLES (Continued) 
Aerozine-SO (Lines 19-0 and 19-1) 
Aerozine-50 (Line 19-21 
Aerozine40 (Line 20-0) 
Vacuum 3acketed Liquid Oxygen (Lines 39-0, 39-1, 39-2, 
and 41-0) 
































(LINES 7-09 7-19 7-29 7-3, AND 7-4) 




and Level . Hain Lines Sub Eries 
- 1. %ne 7-0 begins: 9 
Sa-063 ( N U  
S/M 8c LEM RCS MAT-22 f t  0 in. 
Fuel s ide  Fuel 
Servicing Unit 
Une 7-1 begins: 
Sa-064 (NAA) 
Fuel 
Servicing U n i t  
C / M  .. RCS 
2, Interaects  l ine  
7-1 
3. Passes through 
Purge Manifold 7 
FH (B)- 
@-A19969 ( 23 
FH (A)- 
@-A19935 (23 ) 
CL 
CL 
See' Drawing (a). Connects 
rro, IS wfline 48-42 
-_ - .. _ _  _- --___ 
I n  - Y 4. Line passes frem C))(at  *AT) - 
NAT t o  Interface A19970(23) 
Fuel s i d e  A2097 (23 ) 
0 f t  0 in .  
Interface tower Tower FH (MAT-IF tower )- 
@(on IF tower)- 
- A19971(23 -_ _- __ - 
CL 
5'. Passes through 
Purge Manifold 6 
9 - - 
PAD Area 
Fuel s i d e  (a), Connects 
approx. 15 f t  w/line 47-11 
60 In te rsec ts  l ine 
Line 7-2 begins: 
Sa-008 
Fuel Transfer J3-I (c)- 





Drawing number i n  parentheses. 
A-5 
TABLE A-1 (Continued ) 
FUEL VAPOR (LINES 7-0, 7-1, 7-2, 7-3, AND 7-4) 
Type of Connection 
and No. 
SlL-OS;S @=A19989 (23 
Jt 
Drawing and Flow of Flow of 
- 9 Line 7-0 Line 7-3 begins: FH (E)- -- 
and Level Main Line Sub Lines 
OFF PAD Area Fuel Ready 
Fuel side Storage Unit 
In te rsec ts  l i n e  7-3 CL 
Line 7-4 begins: 
Intersect ion of CL 
Lines 7-0 and 
7-3 
Line 7-4 ends: 
SlL-c%O 
Fuel Vapor @-AI9984 (23 1 
Disposal U n i t  (B)- 
See also drawings: 
.#. Drawing number i n  parentheses, 
TABLE A-2 
TOXIC VAPOR (LINES 22-0, 22-1, AIiD 22-2) . * .  
- _ _ _  -. __ . - 
Drawhg No. ,,and ,Level . Flow of Liine Type of Connection and Wo .* ._ 
10 1. Line 22-0 begins: - 
S f i &  rn FH- 
RCS Fuel I so la t ion  @-A19950(23 ) Tower level  ' 264 f t  3 b. 
Fuel side Valve Box 
2, Enters Fuel pipe 
chase ( to  drawing 
9 )  
A-6 
TAB= Am2 (Continued) 
TOXIC VAPOR (LINES 22-0, 22-1, AND 22-2) 
Flow of Line 
-- - - .- 
Drawing No. and Level Type of Connection and !to,* 
9 3.  Picks up a t  Fuel - pipe chase 
MAT - 22 f t  0 i n ,  
Fuel s ide  Manifold 8 CL 
l e v e l  4, Passes through Purge 
(a), Connects w/ I ine  
48-25 
5’. Line 22-0 ends: 
Sa-%3 ( N U  @-AI9951 (23 
S/M & LEX RCS FH (E)- 
Fuel Servicing Unit  
See also drawings: 
continuity. 
52, 59, 61, 62, 67, 69, 70, 81, l l4,  123, l46, and l47 f o r  22-0 l i nes  
- 10 1, Line 22-1 begins : 
IJ3M RCS Fuel Valve Line capped 
Platform I11 BOX 
Fuel s ide  
2,  Passes through Purge CL 
Manifold 9 connects 
w/L9-27 
Tower l e v e l  
264 f t  3 in.  
Fuel side 
3. Line 22-1 ends: 
s/M LEM QD-A20020(24 ) 
RCS Fuel I so la t ion  FH- 
Valve Box 
See also drawings: 
70, 61, 82 , $3, 8k, 85, 86, 87, 123, and l.46 f o r  22-1 continuity. 
8 Drawing number i n  parentheses. 
A-7 
TABLE A-2 (Continued) 
TOXIC VAPOR (LINES 2 2 4 ,  22-1, AND 22-2) 
Drawing No. and Level Flow of Line Type of Connection and No,* 
10 - 1. 
Platform IVA 
Fuel s ide  
2. 
Tower l e v e l  3 .  
264 ft. 3 in.  
Fuel s ide  
l i n e  22-2 begins: 
S/M RCS Fuel Valve FH 
BOX @-A20049 (25 1 
Passes through Purge CL 
Manifold 10 
(a). connects w/ i ine  
49-35 
Line 22-2 ends: 
S f i  C% IBl RCS Fuel 
Isolation Valve Box FH- 
@-A20036 (d ) 
* Drawing numbers i n  parentheses, 
TABLE A-3 
TOXIC VAPOR (LINES 30-0, 30-1, AND 30-2) 
Drawing No, and Level Flow of Line m e  of Connection and No,* 
- 8 1, Line 30-0 begins't FH 
C A  S A  LTm QD -A19 82 1 
Tower levex RCS Oxidizer Isola- 
264 f t  3 in. 
Oxidizer side 
t ion  Valve i3ox 
2, Enters Oxidizer pipe 
chase (to drawing 7)  
7 - 
Pipe Chase 
3. Picks up a t  Oxidizer 
pipe chase 
A-8 
TABLE A-3 (Continued ) 
TOXIC VAPOR (UNES 30-0, 30-1, AND 30-2 ) - 
Drawing No, and Level Flow of Line Type of Connection and No.* 
7 4, Passes through Purge CL 
7 
Manifold 3 
MAT - 22 f t  O in. 
Oxidizer s ide  L8-12 
level (a) . connects w m n e  
Line 30-0 ends : 
Oxidizer Servicing FH (E) 
SU-OS 7 ( N U  QD-A l$820(20) 
Unit 
- 
7 8 1, Line 30-1 begins : 
Platform I11 Oxidizer Valve Box 
Oxidizer s ide  43 O-&b60-3 
LEN RCS Line capped 
2, Passes through 
Purge Manifold 4 CL 
(a), connects w/line 
49-ll 
- 8 3* Line 30-1 ends : 
C& SA% QD-Al9866 ( 2 1 )  
tion Valve Box 
Tower level’ RCS Oxidizer Isola- FH - 
264 f t  3 in. 
Oxidizer s ide 
-;e 






















TABLE A-3 (Continued ) 
TOXIC VAPOR (LINES 30-0, 30-1, AID 30-2) 
- "- 
Drawing No. and h v e l  Flow of Line Type of Connection and No. * 
-. __ - 
8 1. Line 30-2 begins: 
YI c p  & S/rI FH- 
Platform I V A  RCS Oxidizer Valve QD-A19905 (22 ) 
Oxidizer s ide  BOX 
2. Passes through Purge CL 
Manifold 4 
(a), connects w/line 
49-20 
- 8 3* Line 3012 ends : 
C D ,  SD, LJQI @-A19886 (22 ) 
Tower l e v e l  RCS Oxidizer Isola- FH- 
264 f t  3 in .  
Oxidizer s i d e  
t i on  Valve Box 
TABLE A-4 
N20k (L1cNES 8-0, 8-1, AND 8-2) 
- -_---.-- ---- - - _I 
Drawing Ho, F l o w  of Flow of Type of Connection 
7 1, I;ine 8-0- 
and Level Main Line Sub Lines a n d  No,* - - 
begins : 
MAT -22 f t  0 in .  
Oxidizer s i d e  Oxidizer @-A19856 ( 2 0 )  
SLk-OS 7 (Nu ) FH (A)-  
Servicing 
Unit 
2, Passes through 
Purge Kan i fo ld  
? 
(See drawing 
?\To . 12 ) (a), connects 
w/line 48-13 
CL 
TABU A 4  (Continued) 
N2Ok (LINES 8-0, 8-1, AND 8-2) 
- 
Drawing Noe Flow of Flow of Type of Connixtion 
and Level Main Line Sub Lines 1 and No. 
7 - 3. liine passes from MAT t o  
Interface Tower 
4. Passes through 
Purge Manifold 
1 
(See drawing (a), Mnnects 
No. S L )  w m n e  46-9 
@(at MAT) - 
A19855 (20 
FH (MAT-IF tower )- 







5. In te rsec ts  
l i n e  8-1 
Une  8-1 begins: 
Oxidizer Transfer QD-Al9825 (20) 
and Conditioning 
Unit 
sl.4-002 FH (C)- 
CL 
7 - 
OFF PAD Area 
Oxidizer s ide  
6. 
7. 
In te rsec ts  
8-2 
Line 8-2 begins: 
Oxidizer Ready QD-A19837(20) 
Storage U n i t  
SlP-OsP FH 
l i ne  CL 
Line 8=0 ends: 
Oxidizer Vapor  




N20L (KINE 13-0) 
Drawing No, and h o e 1  . Flow of Line Type of Connection and NO.'$ - 
7 1, Line 13-0 begins: - 
SU-Of;9 FH (c>- 
Oxidizer Read  @=A1983 1 (2 0) J OFF Pad Area Oxidizer Side Storage U n i t Y t  
7 2, kine 13-0 ends : - 
sl4-002 @-A19832 (20) 
Pad Area Oxidizer Transfer and FH (B)- 
Oxidizer Side Conditioning Unit 
See alm dpaxings: , 
32, 339 and 35. 
* 
B H t  
Drawing number i n  paxenthesis, 
Plrged w / l i n e  46-1 from Purge Manifold 1. (From drawing No, 11) 
N20k (LINE l.4-0) 




Wdizer Transfer FH (D)- 
and Conditioning @-A19844 (20 
U n i t  
2. Passes through Purge 
Manifold 1 CL 
(a). connects w / l i n e  
46-3 
See drawing No, 32. 
3 ,  Passes into Inter- 
face Tower 
A-12 
TABLE A - 6  (Continued) 
N20h a-0) 
- ~ -  Type of Connection and No. -2 
- -- - __ Drawing No. and Level Flow of l i n e  - - - - ._ - 
MAT -22 f t  0 in, 4. Passes from IF tower QD-A198ks (20) 
level t o  MAT I?"-A20086 (;To) 
Oxidizer Side QD-Al9846 (20) 
See d r m g  No, I2 5. Passes through Purge 
Manifold 2 CL 
(a). connects w-e 
48-6 
See drawing No. 1 2  60 Passes through Purge CL 
Manifold 3 
7 
W d i a e r  Pipe 
Chase 
7. Enters Oxidizer Pipe 
Chase ( to  8 )  
8 - 80 ficks up at Oxidizer 
Pipe Chase 
Tower Level . 10, Line l4-0 ends: 
264 f t  3 in. s h a  IEM 
Oxidizer Side Prop. Sys. Oxid. 
Isolat ion Valve Box 
QD-A19847 (20 
m- 
J C  
'brawing number i n  parentheses. 
A-13 




264 f t  3 in. 
1. 
2. 






See also drawings: 
709 719 72, 739 7 5 9  77, 
Line 14-1 begins: 
S p & m  FH 
Prop. S g s o  O x i d e  W-Al.9874 (21) 
Isolat ion Valve Box 
Passes through Purge 
Manifold 5’ (4) 
(a). connects wwne 
49-4 





Q Drawing number i n  parentheses, 
CL 
Line capped 
Type of Connection and No, -x Drawing No. and Level Flow of Line 
8 1. Line a - 2  begins: 
s/M t% m FH- LI 
Tower l e v e l  Prop, Sys. Oxid. QD-A19890(22) 
264 ft 3 in, 
Fuel side 
See drawing No. 13 
Isolat ion Valve Box 
2, Passes through Purge CL 
Manifold 5 
(a). connects w m n e  
494.3 
TABU A-8 (Continued) 
N20b (urn 3.44) 
>k 
Drawing &To, and Level ' Flow of Line 
sf i  SPS @-A19909 (22 
Type of Connection and TsJo, 
- 8 3 .  Line a-2 endsr 
Platform I V A  Oxidizer Valve Box FH- 
Oxidizer Side 
See also drawings$ 
899 909 93, 9k9 9 5 9  979 989 99, 
Y tC 
Drawing number i n  parenthes ea. 




















-% Draxing No. and Level Flow of Une Type of Connection and No. - 8 1, kine 151-0 begins: 
Tower l e v e l  Prop. S~S. Chdd. QD-W 842 ( 20 ) 
264 f t  3 in. . Isolation Valve Box 
Oxidizer s i d e .  
See drawing No. IJ 
Pipe Chase 3. Enters Oxidizer Pipe 
(to drawing 7) Chase 
s/M t!c LEM FH- 
2. Passes through Purge CL 
Manifold 5 
7 - 4. Picks up a t  Oxidizer 
Pipe Chase Pipe Chase 
Manifold 3 
- 7 5. Passes through Purge CL 
MAT -22 f t  0 in. 
Oxidizer s ide  (a). connects wmne 
60 Passes through Purge CL 
See drawing No. 32 Manifold 2 
(a). connects w/I ine 
48-17 
- 7 7. Passes from MAT &D-A19841(20) 
22 f t  0 in. t o  In te r -  FH-AZOO~L (20) 
face Tower QD-Al9840(20) 
Manifold 1 
(a). connects w/iine 
- 7 80 Passes through Purge CL 
. 464  
PAD Area 
Oxidizer s ide  
See drawing No. ll 
9. b e  15-0 ends : 
sl4-002 8D-A19839(20) 
Oxidizer Transfer and FH (F) 
Conditioning Unit 
See also drawings: 
l47. 
339 359 36, 4 - 4 9  489 499 63, 67, 68, 709 71, 119, 121, 1229 a 6 9  and 
* Drawing number i n  parentheses. 
A-16 
Drawing No. and Level Flow of Line me of Connection and ITo.'~ 
8 1. Line 15-1 begins: - LEM Propulsion Line capped 
43 0 -644 2 0-7 
Platform 111 System Oxidizer 
Oxidizer s ide  Valve Box 
2. Passes through Purge CL 
See drawing No. 13 Mmifold 5 
(a), connects w p n e  
49-3 
8 3 .  Line 15-1 ends: 
sp ipc m @-A19876 (21) 
Isolation Valve Box 
Tower l e v e l  Prop. S~S. Oxid. FH- 
264 f t  3 in.  
Oxidizer s ide 
8 - 
Platform I V A  
(hddizer s ide  
1. Line G-2 begins: 
sm sps FH 
&idizer Valve Box @-A19911 (22 ) 
2. Passes through Purge CL 
See drawing No, 13 Manifold 5 
(a). connects w&e 
49-12 
- 8 3, I;ine l5-2 ends: 
s p  tc IEM @-AD892 (22 
Isolation Valve Box 
Tower l e v e l  Prop. Sys. Chdd. FH- 
264 f t  3 in. 
Oxidizer s ide  
See also drawings: 
89, PO, 93, 94, 95, 97, 98, 99, U8, and 124. 
-E Drawing number i n  parentheses. 
A-17 
I -  
Drawing No. and Tmel Flow of Line 5rpe of Connection and No*-' 
7 I. =ne L6-0 begins: 
Oxidizer s ide  Conditioning Unit mt 
- 
a - 0 0 2  FH (E) 
PAD Area Oxidizer Transfer and QD-Al9829 (20) 
- 
7 2. Line 16-0 ends:: 
~11~~3.982 8 ( 20 ) - sl-449 
OFF PAD Area Oxidizer Ready FH ( D l  
Oxidizer s ide  Storage Unit 
See also drawings: 
*Drawing number i n  parenthes 8s. 
'?urged w m n e  46-2 from Purge Manifold 1, 
3?, 33, and 35. 
3, .# 
(See drawing No, 11) 
TABLE 8-12 
R20b (Urn 27-0, 27-1, 27-29 28-0, 28-19 AND 28-2) 
Drawing No, and Level Flow of Line Type of Connection and No, * 
1. Line 27-0 be ins: - 
FH (H) 
sl4-os9 (NAA. 5 'I 
MAT -22 ft 0 in, 
Oxidizer side Unit QD-AV817 (20 
Oxidizer Servicing 
2, Passes through Purge CL 
Manifold 3 
(a). connects w/Iine 
48-9 - . - 
7 3 .  Ehters Oxidizer - Pipe Chase 
( to  drawing 8 )  Oxidizer Pipe Chase 
A-18 
u +  
TABU A-12 (Continued) 
N204 (LINES 27-09 27-19 27-29 28-0, 28-1, AND 28-2) 
Drawing No. and Level Flow of Iiine Type of Connection and No.* - _I__I.-- ---__ __.I 
8 4. Picks up a t  - Oxidizer Pipe Chase 
8 5. Line 27-0 ends : 
Tower l e v e l  RCS Oxidizer  Isola- 
264 f t  3 in. 
Oxidizer s ide  
LI 
QD-A19818(20) 
FH - C P ,  SP, LmI 
t ion  Valve Box 
8 1. Line 27-1 begins : - CDY s/M, FH 
Tower l e v e l  RCS Oxidizer Isola-  QD-Al9864 (20 
264 f t  3 in. 
Oxidizer s ide 
t i on  Valve Box 
2. Passes through Purge CL 
See drawing No. 13 Manifold 4 
(a ). connects w/line 
49 -9 
8 3. Line 27-1 ends: 
Platform I11 Oxidizer  Valve Box 
Oxidizer  s ide  43 0-64460-3 
3-- UM RCS Line capped 
See also drawings: 
709 7 1 9  729 739 749 75, 77, 789 799 122, and a60 
44 Drawing number i n  parentheses. 
A-19 
TABLE A-12 (Continued ) 
N204 (LINES 27-0, 27-1, 27-2, 28-0, 28-1, AND 28-21 
- * 
Drawing No, and Level Flow of Une  Type of Connection and 1\10, 
--. 
8 1, Line 27-2 begins: - 
c h 9  S A  LE24 FH- 
Tower l e v e l  RCS Oxidizer Isola- Q D - A U ~ ~ O  (22 ) 
264 f t  3 in. 
Oxidizer s ide  
t i on  Valve Box 
- 
2. Passes through Purge CL 
See drawing No, 13 Manifold 4 
(a). connects w/I ine  
49-17 
- 8 3. Line 27-2 ends: 
QD-A19899(22 
FH- 
c b  & s/M 
Pla%fomn IVA RCS Oxidizer 
Oxidizer side Valve Box 
8 1, Une 28-0 begins 
-.Iy 
FH- 
c/M, s f i ,  3 x 4  
Tomr level . 
Oxidizer s ide  
Pipe Chase Pipe Chase 
PES OxIdLzer Isola- 
264 ft, 3 in. t i on  Valve Box &D-A198S (20) 
-~ 
2, Knters Oxidizer 
( to  drawing 7)  
7 3. Picks up at - 
Oxidizer pipe 
Oxidizer Pipe Chase Chase 
7 - 4. Passes through Purge CL 
Manifold 3 
MAT -22 f t  0 In, 
Oxidizer s ide  (a). connects w m n e  
48-10 
>L 
"Drawing number i n  parentheses. 
A-20 
TABLE A-12 (Continued) 
N204 (UNES 27-0, 27-1, 27-29 28-0, 28-1, AND 28-2) 
Drawing No. 2nd Level Flow of Line Tsrpe of Connection and Vo.* 
8 1. Line 28-0 begins: - CB, SB, m- 
Tower l e v e l  RCS Oxidizer Isola- W-Al.9815 (20) 
264 f t  3 in0 
Oxidizer s ide  
t i on  Valve Box 
2. Enters Chddizer 
Pipe Chase PipeChase (to 





3. Picks up a t  
Oxidizer Pipe 
Chase 




MAT -22 ft O in. 
Oxidizer s i d e  (a). connects w/line 
48-10 
- 
8 1. m e  28-1 begins: - LlPI RCS Oxidizer Line capped 
Platform 111 Vdlve Box 
Oxidizer s ide  430-6&60-3 
2. Passes through Purge CL 
See drawing No. 13 ManFfold 4 
(a) connects w/ l ine  
49-8 
-2 Drming number i n  parentheses. 
A-21 
TABU A-12 (Continued) 
N204 (LINES 27-0, 27-1, 27-2, 28-0, 28-1, AND 28-21 
.’c 
Type of Connection and IJo,” -Drawing No, and Level Flow of Line 
8 3. Line 28-1 ends : - QD-Al9870(20) 
m- CD, S A  LEN Tower l e v e l  RCS Oxidizer 
264 f t  3 in. 
Oxidizer s i d e  BOX 




Oxidizer s ide  
1. Line 28-2 begins: 
RCS Oxidizer 
Valve Box 
C h f  ti s f i  FH- 
&D-A19901(22) 
2. Passes through Purge CL 
See drawing No, 13 Manifold 4 ( 5 )  
(a) ,  connects w m n e  
49-18 
CD, S A  LEN 
- 
8 3 . kine 28-2 ends : 
Tower l e v e l  RCS Oxfdizer Isola- 
26k f t  3 i n ,  
Oxidizer side 
- QD-A39882 (22 j 
FH- 
t ion  Valve Box 
See also drawings: 
89, 90, 93, 94, 9.5, 979 98, 118, and1240 
%- Drzwing number i n  parentheses. 
A-22 
TABLE A-2.3 
MONOMETHYIHYDMZINE (LINE 23-0) 
.- 
. Flow of line Type of Connection and 1?0," 
- 
Drawing No, and Level 
1, Liine 23-0 beginsf 
MAT -22 f t  0 in ,  Cb-RCS Fuel @-A19941(23) 
l e v e l  Fuel s ide  Servicing Unit 
SU-064 ( N U  1 FH (HI 
9 
UI 
2, Passes through Purge CL 
See drawing No. 35 Manifold 8 





3 .  Ehters Pipe Chase 
( to  drawing No. 10) 
~~~ - 10 40 Picks up a t  f u e l  
pipe chase 
Pipe chase 
- 10 5. T h e  23-0 ends: 
c p  Rcs W-A19940( 23 
Platform IVA Fuel Valve Box FH- 
Fuel s i d e  
* Drawkg number i n  parentheses. 
MONOMETHYWYDRAZINE (Urn 24-0) 
I 
Drawing No, and Level . Flowof Line Type of Connection and No, -% 
- _ _  
10 
YUI 
1. kine 24-0 begins: 
C h  RCS FH 
Platform IVA Fuel Valve Box @-A1993 8 (23 ) 
Fuel s ide  
2. Enters Fuel Pipe 
Chase (to drawing 
NO, 9 )  
A-23 
TABLFl A-a (Continued) 
M O N C % I I E T " X D W I N E  (LINE 24-0) 
- 
Craw5ng No. and b e l  F l o w  of Line Type of Connection and No.* 
- ._ 
9 3. picks up a t  - Fuel Pipe 
Pipe Chase Chase 
9 - 4. Passes through Purge CL 
Manifold 8 
MAT -22 ft 0 in0 
l e v e l  (a). connects w m n e  
Fuel s ide  . 48-32 
5. Line 24bo ends : 




* Drawkg No. and Level F l o w  of Line Type of Connection and No. 
10 1. m e  26-0 begins: 
C/!M RCS Fuel FH - 
Platform IVA Valve Box W-AJ-9942 (23 
Fuel s ide  
2. Jkters  Fuel 
Pipe chase (to 
sheet 9 )  
3. Picks up a t  - 
' Fuel pipe chase 
9 
MAT 4 2  ft 0 in. 
level Fuel s ide  
A-24 
T A B U  A-15  (Gontinued) 
VACUUM VAPOR T O X I C  (LINE 26-0) 
>L 
. - . - .. _ _  -.- 
Drawing No, and Level Flow of Line Type of Connection and No.” 
4. Passes through Purge CL 
Manifold 8 
(a) Connects w/line 
48-31 
5. Line 26-0 ends: 
SlL-064 (NAA) QD-A19943( 23) 
Servicing Unit 
C/M - RCS Fuel (E) 
*Drawing number i n  parentheses. 
TABLE A-16 
A E R O Z I N E S O  (UDMH and N2H4) (LINE 9-0) 
Type o f  Connection and No.” 
-- 
Drawing No , and Level $”low of  Line 
9 1. Line 9-0 begins: 
Slb-OS8 I3 (e> 
- 
O f f  PAD Area Fuel Ready QD - A19963(23) 
Fuel s i d e  Storage Unit 
9 2. Sib-008 QD - A19964(23) 
PADTrea Fuel Transfer and (B) 
Conditioning Unit 
( 2 )  purged w/line 
. _. 
Fuel s ide  
- -  
3. Between s teps  (1) and CL 
-Dye." 
I .  
3.4 
PAD &€?a 47-2 
Fuel s ide  
*Drawing number i n  parentheses. 
A-25 
TAHLE A-17 
ATSROZINE-50 (UDMH and N2HL) (LINE 10-0) 
_- 
Type of Connection and No. * Drawing No. and Level Flow of  Line 
9 
PAD Area 
Fuel s ide  
__. 
~ 
1. Line 10-0 begins: FH (D) 
Slh-008 8D - A19998(23) 
Fuel Transfer and 
Conditioning Unit 
Manifold 6 
( a )  Connects w/line 
2. Passes through Purge CL 
L7 -6 
9 3. Enter In te r face  - tower 
Interface Tower - 
Fuel s ide  4. Passes from I F  tower QD (on I F  tower) - 
Approx. 15 ft .  t o  MAT -22 f t  0 in.  A19997(23) 
A20109 ( 23) 
level F" ( I F  tower-MAT) - 
QD (on MAT) - A19996(23) 
9 
_I 
MAT -22 f t  0 in. 
Fuel side 
5. Passes through Purge CL 
Manifold 7 
(a) Connects w/line 48-37 
6. Passes through h r g e  
Manifold 8 
(a )  Connects w/line 
CL 
9 7. Enters Fuel 
--L Pipe Chase 
Fuel Pipe Chase 
t o  sheet 10 
10 8. Line 10-0 picks up from - Fuel Pipe Chase - 
PAD Area shee t  9 
10 9. Line 10-0 endsn 
S/M LEM QD - A19995(23) 
Valve Box 
- 
Tower Level Prop. System Iso la t ion  FH 
264 f t  3 in.  Fuel side 
See also drawings: 
399 409 429 439 509 529 549 5 5 9  659 679 699 709 81, 829 83, 120, 
121, 123, 146, and 147. 
%Drawing number i n  parentheses. 
A-26 
8 



















AEIzL)ZINE-~O (UDMH and N2H4) (LINE 10-1) 
Drawing No. and Level F low of Line Type of  Connection and No. 
- -  -- 
-% 
10 1. Line 10-1 begins: 
S/M LEM FH - 
Tower l eve l  Prop. System Iso la t ion  QD - A20012( 24) 
264 f t  3 i n .  
Fuel s ide  
Valve Box 
2. Passes through Purge 
Manifold 9 
( a) Connects w/line 
49-30 
_1_,. - ~- -- . - __  _I_____ 
10 3. Line 10-1 ends: - 
Lli;M Prop. System Line capped 
Platform I11 Fuel Valve Box 
Fuel s ide  64420-5 
++Drawing number i n  parentheses. 
TABLE A-19 
Type of  Connection and No. Yr Drawing No. and Level Flow o f  Line 
10 - 
Tower l eve l  
264 f t  3 in. 
Fuel s ide  
1. Line 10-2 begins: FH 
s/M Lrn QD - A20026(25) 
Prop . System I so la t  ion 
Valve Box 
2. Passes through ?urge 
Manifold 10 
CL 
( a )  Connects w/line 
49-38 
A-27 
TABLE A-19 ( Cont h u e d )  
AEROZINE-50 (UDW and N2HJ (LINE; 10-2) 
* 
Drawing No. and Level Flow of Line 
10 3. Line 10-2 ends$ QD - A20039(25) 
Type of Connection and No. 
s/h SPS rn - 
Platform I V A  Fuel Valve Box 
Fuel side 
*Drawing number i n  parentheses. 
TABLE A-20 
AEROZINE-50 (WMH and N2H4) (LINE 11-0) 
- * Drawing No, and Level Flow of Line Type of Connection and No. 
10 
Tower level 
264 f t  3 in ,  
Fuel s ide  
1, Line ll-0 begins: FH 
s/M LEX 8D - A19990(23) 





2, Enters Fuel Pipe 
Chase 
~ - 
9 3. Picks up from - Fuel Pipe Chase 
on sheet 10 Fuel Pipe Chase 
from sheet 10 
~~ 
9 4. Passes through Purge CL 
_I Manifold 8 
MAT -22 f t  0 in. 
Level 
Fuel side 
5. Passes through Purge 
Manifold 7 CL 
(a) Connects w/line 
48-38 
A-28 
TABLE 8-20 (Continued) 
AEBOZINE-9 (UDMH and N,H,,) (LINE 11-0) 
36 Drawing No. and Level Flow of  Line Type of Connection and No. 
- 9 6, Passes f rom MAT @(on MAT)-U9991( 23) 
t o  Interface Tower FH(MAT-IF tower)- 
In te r face  Tower A20107 (23) 
Fuel side 
U9992(23) 
QD (on I F  tower) - 




8. Passes through Purge CL 
Manifold 6 
(a) Connects w/line 
47-7 
9. Line 11-0 endsr 
Sib-008 8D - A19993(23) 
Fuel Transfer and FH (F) 
Conditioning Unit 
*Drawing number i n  parentheses. 
A-29 
TABLE A-21 
AEROZINE-50 (UDMH and NzH4) (LINE 11-1) 
_ -  - - -  
3t Drawing No. and Level Flow of Line Type o f  Connection and No. 
10 1. - 
Platform I11 
Fuel s ide  
2, 
Line 11-1 beginsx 
L M  Prop, SYS Line capped 
Fuel Valve Box 
64420-5 
Passes through Purge 
Manifold 9 
(a) Connects w/line 
49-31 
10 - 3. Line 11-1 ends: 
S/M LEM 
Tower l e v e l  264 f t  3 in.  
Fuel s ide Valve Box 
Prop. System Iso la t ion  
See also drawings: 
7OS m, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 123, and 1460 
QD-A20014 ( 24) 
FH 
*Drawing number i n  parentheses. 
TABLE 8-22 
AEROZINE-9 (UDMH and N2H4) (LINE 11-2) 
* Drawing No. and Level F l o w  o f  Line Type of Connection and No. 
._ 
10 1, Line 11-2 begins: FH -
S/M SPS QD - A20041(25) 
Platform I V A  Fuel Valve Box 
Fuel. s i d e  
2. Passes through Purge CL 
Manifold 10 
( a)  Connects w/line 
49-39 
10 3. Line 11-2 ends: QD - A20028(25) 
S/M LE24 
Prop, System Iso la t ion  
__D 
Tower l e v e l  264 f t  3 in.  
Fuel s ide  Valve Box 
See also dr&ingso 
Yl, 92, 100, 101, 103, 104, 105, 107, 117, and 124. 
*Drawing n-mbers i n  parentheses. A-30 
TABLE A-23 
A E R o Z I N E - ~ O  (UDMH and N2H4) (LINE 12-01 
- -_ - 
Flow of Line Type o f  Connection and No. .J( Drawing No. and Level 
9 
PAD %rea 
Fuel s ide  
- 
~ ~ ~~~ ~~ 
1. Line 12-0 begins: 











Fael s ide  
3. Between steps (1) CL 
and ( 2 )  purged w/line 
47 -1 
See a l s o  drawings: 
239 389 39, 40, 429 and 52. 
*Drawing number i n  parentheses. 
TABLE A-24 
AE3OZINE-~O ( L I N G  19-0 AND 19-1) 
* 
Drawing No, and Level Flow of Line Type of Connection and No. - 
9 1. Line 19-0 begins: 
Sl4-063 (NAA) Fl-I (HI 
- 
MAT - 22 ft 0 in. 
level Fuel Servicing Unit 
Fuel s ide  
S/M & LPI RCS QD 9 fi9962(23) 
2, Passes through Purge CL 
See drawing No. 1s Manifold 8 
( a )  Connects w/line 
48-28 
Pipe Chase 3, Enters Fuel pipe 
chase ( t o  drawing No. 10) 
A-31 
1 


















TABLE A-24 (Continued) 
AEROZINE -50 (LINES 19-0 AND 19-1) 
_ _  * Drawing No. and Level Flow of Line Type of Connection and No. 




10 5. Line 19-0 ends: - 
S/M & 3.234 
Fhel s ide  Valve Box 
CD - a9961(23) 
Tower l e v e l  264 f t  3 in .  RCS Fuel Isolat ion FH 
- See a lso  drawings: 
523 59, 61, 62, 65, 673 69, 703 81, 82, 114, 123, 146, and 147. 
1.0 1. 
Tower l e v e l  
264 f t  3 in. 
Ikel s ide  
2. 
Line 19-1 begins: FH 
S/M & L;EM 
RCS Fuel I so la t ion  
valve Box 
QD - A20010(24) 
Passes through Purge 
Manifold 9 




Fuel s ide  
3 e  Line 19-1 ends: 
LEN X S  
Fuel. Valve Box 
64460-1 
See also drawings: 
70, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87$ 123, and 146. 
Line capped 
%Drawing number i n  parentheses. 
A-32 
1 



















A E R O Z I N E - ~  (LINE 19-2) 
Flow of Line Type of Connection and No. Yr - Drawing No. and Level 
10 - 
Tower l e v e l  
264 f t  3 in ,  
Fuel s i d e  
1, Line 19-2 begins; 
s/h & LE24 FH 
RCS Fuel I so la t ion  QD - A20030( 25) 
Valve Box 
2, Passes through Purge CL 
M a n i f  o ld  ’10 
(a) Connects w/line 
49-32 
10 3. Line 19-2 ends: - s/M Eics QD - A20043(25) 
Platform IVA Fuel Valve Box FH 
Fuel s ide  
See a l s o  drawings: 
91, 92, 161, 102, 103, 104, 10Sp 108, 117, 124. 
*Drawing number i n  parentheses. 
TABLE A-26 
AEROZINE-50 (=NE 20-0) 
+e Drawing No. and Level Flow of Line Type of Connection and No. 
Tower l eve l  




1. Line 20-0 begins: 
S/M & Lpz Fn 
RCS Fuel I so la t ion  
Valve Box 
QD - fi9957(23) 
2. Enters Fuel Pipe 
Chase ( t o  drawing No. 9 )  






















TABLE A-26 (Continued) 
AEROZINE-SO (LINE 20-0) 
~ 3 Dray$ng No. and Level Flow of Line Type of Connection and No, 
- 9 4. Passes through Purge CL 
Manifold 8 
MAT -22 f t  0 in. 
l e v e l .  (a) Connects w/line 
Fuel side 48-27 
5. Line 20-0 ends: 
See drawing No, 15 S14-063 (NAA) QD - U9958(23) 
S/M & Lpz RCS (GI 
Fuel Servicing Unit 
~~ 
*Drawing number i n  parentheses. 
TABLE A-27 
AEROZINE-50 (LINE 20-1) 
~~~ ~ 
Type o f  Connection and No, 4t 
- -  
Drawing No. and Level e Flow of Line 
10 1, Line 20-1 begins: 
w_I LlN RCS Fuel Line capped 
Platform I11 Valve Box 
Fuel s ide  64460-1 
2. Passes through Purge 
Manifold 9 
(a) Connects w/line 
49-25 
Tower l e v e l  
264 f t  3 in. 
Fuel side 
~- 
3. Line 20-1 ends: 
S/M & LEX FH 
RCS Fuel I so la t ion  QD - A20016(24) 
valve Box 
*Driaw-ing number i n  parentheses. 
A-34 
TABLE A-28 
AEROZINE-~;~ (LINE 20-2) 
0 
Drawing No, and Level Flow of  Line Type of Connection and No. 
10 1, Line 20-2 begins8 
S/M RCS FH -
Platform IVA Fuel Valve Box QD - A20045(25) 
Fuel, s ide  
2. Passes through Purge CL 
Manifold 10 
( a) Connects w/line 
49-33 
10 - 
Tower l eve l  
264 f t  3 i n o  
Fuel s ide 
3. Line 20-2 endse 
s/N & LEM QD -(A20032) (25) 
RCS Fuel I so la t ion  FH 
Valve Box 
See a lso  drawings: 
91, 92, 101, 102, 103, 105, 108, 117, and 1% 
~ ~~~ 
*Drawing number i n  parentheses. 
A-35 
TABLE A-29 
VACUUM JACKETED LIQUID OXYGEN (LINES 39-0, 39-1, 39-2, AND 41-0) 
~~ - * Drawing No, and Level Flow of Line Type of Connection and No. 
_- 
MAT -22 f t  0 in ,  
Oxidizer s ide 





MeV. - A20130(20) 
2. Line has a "T1I CL 
which vents t o  FH - A20119(20) 
atmosphere PRV - A20182(20) 
See drawing No. 1 2  3. Passes through Purge CL 
Manifold 3 
(a )  connects w/line 
48-5 
- 7 4. Enters Oxidizer 
Pipe Chase ( t o  8) 
Pipe Chase 
8 - 5. Picks up a t  Pipe 
Chase 
Pipe Chase 
6. Passes through Purge CL 
See drawing No. 13 Manifold 4 
8 7. Line 39-0 ends: L.W. 
C/M, S/M9 & LEM - 
Tower l e v e l  264 f t  LO I so la t ion  
3 in. Valve BOX 
Oxidizer side 
See a l s o  drawings: 
469 56, 57, 58, 63, 64, 67, 68, 70, 71, 76, 146 and 147. 
*Drawing number i n  parentheses. 
A-36 
I 


















TABLE A-29 (Continued) 
- 
Drawing No, and Level Flow of Line Type of Connection and No. Jt -- -___ 
- 8 1. Line 39-1 begins: L.W. 
c h ,  S/M& 
v d v e  BOX 
Tower l e v e l  Lo I so la t ion  
264 f t  3 in. 
Oxidizer side 
2. Passes through Purge 
See drawing Noo 13 Manifold 4 
(a) Connects w/line 
49-7 
CL 
__. 8 3* Line 39-1 ends: 
mu32 EPS L.W. 
Platform I11 Valve Box 
Oxidizer Side 430-84330 
8 
_I 
Tower l e v e l  
264 f t  3 in. 
Oxidizer side 
1, Line 39-2 begins: 
LO2 I so l a t ion  
Valve Box 
C/M, s/h & LEM 
2, Passes through Purge 
See drawing No. 13 Manifold 4 








3. Line 39-2 ends: 
S/M LO2 
Valve Box 
See a l s o  drawings8 
899 909 93, 97, and 980 






















TABLE A-29 (Continued) 
VACUUM JACKETED LIQUID OXYGEN (LINES 39-0, 39-1, 39-2, AND 41-0) 
- - _ _  _I __ _ _ _  
st Drawing No. and Level Flow of Line Type of  Connection and No. 
7 1. Line bl-0 begins: =(E) 
Sl4-06s MV - A20131(20) - 
PAD Area LO2 Storage Unit 
Oxidizer s ide  
2, Line has 1ITtt 
venting t o  
atno sphere 
CL 
FR: - A20114(20) 
PRV - A20181(20) 
3. Passes through Purge CL 
See drawing No. 11 Manifold 1 
(a) Connects w/line 
46-7 
7 4. Line en ters  
I I F  tower 
Interface tower 
Oxidizer s ide  
7 5;. Line passes from Bay. - A20070(20) 
F€I - A20082( 20) 
MAT - 22 f t  0 in. & y o  A20071(20) 
- 
I F  tower t o  UT-22' 
l e v e l  
Oxfdizer s ide  
60 Passes through Purge CL 
See drawing No, 12 Manifold 2 
(a) Connects w/line 
48-20 
7 - 
MAT -22 f t  0 in.  
l eve l  
Oxidizer s ide  
7, Line 41-0 ends: 
Sib-032 
LO2 Transfer Unit 
%Drawing number i n  parentheses. 
A-38 
1 



















VACUUM JACKETED LIQUID HYDRCGEN (LINES 31-0, 31-1, 31-2, AND 34-0) 
Drawing No, and Level Flow of Line 
1c 
Type of  Connection and No. 
9 - 
T-UT -22 f t  0 in.  
level 
Fuel s ide  
See drawing No. 15 
1. Line 31-0 begins: 
S14-026 
LH Transfer Unit 2 
2. Line has a trTrt 
venting t o  l i n e  
5-0 (which vents t o  
f a c i l i t y  disposal 
3. Passes through Purge 
Manifold 8 
( a )  Connects w/line 
48-23 
4. Line enters  Fuel Pipe 
Chase ( t o  sheet  10) 
F.C. (D) 
M.V. - A20152(23) 
F.H. - A20ll8(23) 
P.R.V. - A20184(23) 




- 5.  Picks up a t  Fuel Pipe 
Chase 
10 - 
Towep l w e i  
265 f t  3 in .  
Fuel s ide  
See a s 0  drawings: 
53, 59, 61, 
L .w. 
65, 66, 67, 70, 81, 146, ancLlb7. 
>c, "!..!raxing number i n  parentheses 
10 - 
Tower l e v e l  
264 f t  3 in. 
Fuel s ide  
1. Line 31-1 begins: 
LH2 EPS I so la t ion  
Valve Box 
c p ,  sp1, LEN 
2. Passes through Purge 
Nanifold 9 











T A E U  A-30 (Continued) 
VACUUM JACKETED LIQUID HYDROGEN (LINES 31-0, 31-1,. 31-2, AND-34-0) 
Flow of Line Type of Connection and No. * - Drawing No, and Level 
10 3, Line 31-1 ends: - LEM EPS LH2 LOW. 
Platform I11 Valve Box 
Fuel side 430-84310 
See also drawings: 
81, 82, 83, 84, 853 and 144. 
10 
M_ 
Tower l e v e l  
264 f't 3 in.  
Fuel s ide  
~~ ~ 
1, Line 31-2 beginsr 
C/M, s/M, = 
LH2 EPS I so la t ion  L O W ,  
Valve Box 
2. Passes through Purge CL 
Manifold 10 




P h k f o r m  IVA 
Pie1 Side 
3. Line 31-2 ends: 
S/M EPS LH2 LOW. 
Valve Box 
See a l s o  drawings: 
81, 91, 92, 101, 102,  and 103. 
9 
PAD Area 
Fuel s ide  
_p 
1. Line 34-0 begins: 
SIJJ-066 F.C. (E) 
LHz Storage Unit MeV. - A20157(23) 
2. Passes through Purge CL 
See drawing No. 14  Manifold 6 
(a) Connects w/line 
47-3 
%-Drawing number i n  parentheses. 
A-40 
TABLE A-30 (Continued) 
VACUUM JACKETED LIQUID HYDF~GEN (LINES 31-0, 31-1, 31-2, AND 34-0) 
1-1 ---- - - - - * Drawing No. and Level Flow of Line Type of Connection and No. 
- 
3. Line has a 'IT" CL ( w / m  
which vents t o  
l i ne  5-0 (which vents 
t o  f a c i l i t y  disposal) 
F.H. - A20115(23) 
PRV - A20183(23) 
F.H. - A20116(23) 
9 4* Line passes onto - Interface Tower 
Interface Tower 
5 ,  Line passes from Bay. - A20073( 23) - A20095(23) 
Bay, - A20072(23) I F  Tower t o  MAT -22 f t  0 in ,  
9 - 
MAT -22 f t  0 in, 
l eve l  
Fuel side 
60 Passes through Purge CL 
Manifold 7 
(a) connects w/line 
48-34 
9 7, Line 34-0 endsx - 
S14-026 MeV, . A20156(23) 
MAT -22 f t  0 in. LH2 Transfer Unit F.C, (C) 
level 
Fuel side 
See a l s o  drawings8 
399 '400 L i g  1.1.2, h3s 5% 52,  5 3 3  54, 559 120, ard 1210 
*Drawing number i n  parentheses, 
A - 4 1  
